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Abstract—The ubiquity of FPGAs in security applications makes it
imperative to design a secured configurable logic block (sCLB) that is
resilient to side channel attacks. In this letter, we take a step toward
secured FPGA by introducing new design circuit level methodology for
the implementation of an sCLB. The security level of the sCLB is
significantly enhanced by the design of its combinational part (LUT
block) based on a dual-rail precharge MUX (DPMUX). The sCLB
was implemented in a configurable array and fabricated in 65-nm
CMOS technology. Silicon measurements proved the effectiveness of the
approach. The security level was evaluated using advanced power analy-
sis techniques. In particular, the number of secret bits that can be learned
(mutual information) by a CPA attack dropped from 4 b (out of 4) after
1200 power traces for a conventional LUT design to only 2.56 b after
19.2-M power traces.

Index Terms—Configurable logic block (CLB), dual-rail precharge
MUX (DPMUX), hardware security, secure FPGA.

I. INTRODUCTION

FPGAs are being utilized in more and more applications, such
as IoT, AI, automotive, medical, and many other. The exponen-
tial growth of processed data in these emerging applications has
resulted in the demand for more computing capabilities, increased
flexibility, and reduced energy dissipation. In addition, in these appli-
cations, security and privacy play a crucial role. The implementation
of cryptographic algorithms in hardware, and specifically in FPGAs,
improves the performance and enables upgrading the security level
of a product during its lifetime.

Cryptographic systems implemented in hardware (on ASIC or
FPGA) leak information through the power supply of the chip. This
information can be exploited using power analysis attacks (PAAs) [1].
In this letter, we take a step toward circuit level secured FPGA by
describing and testing a new circuit-level design methodology for
the implementation of a secured configurable logic block (CLB), the
most basic building block of FPGA.

Numerous circuit level countermeasures that aim at concealing the
information leaking through the power supply have been presented
in the literature. These include randomizing the power profile (in
the time domain or the amplitude), such as random multitopology
logic [2], random delay insertion [3], and CMOS-based blurring
gates [4]. Another alternative is to use data-dependent pseudoran-
domization such as data-dependent delays [5], [6], or a combination
of the two [7]. Another approach that has been widely researched for
hiding at the circuit level is to flatten the energy consumption per
cycle. The idea is that the power consumption should be constant;
i.e., independent of the computed data, or more specifically, maintain
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a constant activity factor of 1 (i.e., active switching of all the gates in
the data path on every computation phase). This is usually achieved
using dual-rail gates and a precharge phase. Previous work on this
approach includes WDDL [8], SABL [9], DP-BDD [10], etc. Some of
the proposed countermeasures are based on standard cells and others
are based on custom design.

Dual-rail-precharge solutions still suffer from several shortcomings
that degrade the level of their security. First, the complementary gate
G should be as similar as possible to G. This is because a different cell
structure usually results in a different intrinsic resistance and capaci-
tance, which in turn results in different power profiles. Additionally,
the back-end implementation of the data path should be as balanced
as possible [11]. The design should be immune to glitches and early
propagation effects [12]. These are all deterministic causes in which
a careful design can overcome. The remaining hurdle involves the
unavoidable PVT variations, which may induce biases from manu-
facturing variations and operating conditions. WDDL is considered
the most convenient and popular countermeasure for FPGA [13].
However, as shown in [14], conventional MUXs, which are a key
component in LUTs, inherently leak information because of their
structure. Unfortunately, this leakage cannot be completely avoided
by place and route measures. Erbagci et al. [15] presented a secure
FPGA based on custom design for inherent security.

Zabib et al. [14] presented the dual-rail-precharge MUX (DPMUX)
concept for the minimization of information leakage and reported the
basic simulations that prove its validity. In this letter, for the first time,
we present silicon proven novel DPMUX-based circuit-level design
methodology for a secure CLB (sCLB).

We show by using advanced security metrics that the sCLB mini-
mizes the information leakage through the power consumption such
that no restrictions are imposed on the designer and EDA tools.
The sCLB was implemented in a configurable array. It was fabri-
cated in 65-nm TSMC standard-cell based technology using standard
design flow. Silicon measurements of a number of test chips prove
the effectiveness of the approach. The security level was evaluated
using advanced power analysis techniques. In particular, the number
of secret bits that can be learned [mutual information (MI)] by con-
ducting a CPA attack on a 4-b intermediate value in a cryptographic
algorithm dropped from 4 b for conventional LUT design to only
2.5 b. This implies that in an sCLB-based implementation of a 64-b
cipher (e.g., PRESENT [16]), the secret key search space is narrowed
by at most 40 b. In contrast, in a conventional CLB implementation,
the key is completely recovered with significantly smaller effort.

The remainder of this letter is organized as follows. The next sec-
tion presents the design of the secured CLB. Section III describes the
experiment and the security metrics used to evaluate the solution, and
Section IV presents the results of the experiments. Finally, Section V
summarizes the topics presented in this letter.

II. SECURED CLB DESIGN

The DPMUX has the functionality of the MUX gate and
belongs to the family of the dual-rail-precharge gate-level hiding
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Fig. 1. (a) 2 → 1 DPMUX. (b) 24 → 1 DPMUX. (c) Secure CLB. (d) Timing
diagram when SEN = 1.

countermeasures [Fig. 1(a)]. DPMUX has a symmetric design and,
therefore, provides a high level of security using standard-cell digital
gates [14]. The main feature of the DPMUX is that the comple-
mentary data path consists of the same gates, which translates to less
leakage from the imbalance between the electric profiles of the gates.

A look-up table (LUT), which is the basic building block of the
CLB, can be formed using a 2n → 1 DPMUX [Fig. 1(b)]. The com-
plete module, including the precharge, is presented in Fig. 1(c). It
is comprised of a precharge phase (I), a DPMUX LUT phase (II)
and an optional sampling phase (III). In the LUT phase, each sCLB
contains two single-ended 24 → 1 DPMUX trees. The top path is
the main path, and the bottom path is the complementary path, form-
ing a dual-rail logic. {M, M} represents the LUT’s differential masks
(values of the truth table), {IN, IN} represents the differential inputs
to the sCLB, and {OUT, OUT} stands for the differential output from
the sCLB. SEN represents Sample Enable, which enables or disables
the sampling of the LUTs outputs. The precharge phase (which is
activated using the signal PC) is periodic, and as described in [14],
is asserted only on the inputs. The double sampling of the flip-flops
enables the propagation of the precharge through the CLB to the
outputs [Fig. 1(d)].

The fact that the LUT architecture implements a full binary tree
means that each data path has the same depth and includes the same
gates; hence, there are no inherent differences in the propagation
delay tpd for any of the inputs. Moreover, a delay imbalance in the
inputs will not result in early propagation or glitches.

The sCLB was implemented in a 7X9 configurable dual-rail
array using standard digital flow. It was then fabricated in a
standard 65-nm TSMC process (Fig. 2). The gross area of each
tile (sCLB and its associated interconnect logic) was 3263 μm2.
The array was connected to an isolated power supply. A refer-
ence CMOS array of the same size was fabricated alongside the
DPMUX array. The gross area of the CMOS tile was 2518 μm2

(unoptimized).

Fig. 2. (a) Fabricated chip in 65-nm TSMC process. (b) Chip layout.
(c) Configurable array layout. (d) Tile layout (sCLB and its associated
interconnect logic).

Fig. 3. Measurement setup. (a) DUT and its custom adapter with isolated
power supplies. (b) FPGA as host. (c) Oscilloscope for power traces. (d) PC
with MATLAB for control and processing.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND SECURITY METRICS

The PRESENT cipher [16] was used as a test case. PRESENT is
a lightweight cryptographic algorithm for low power IoT devices. It
consists of 16 S-box modules; each S-box is a 4-b to 4-b nonlinear
transformation function.

As such, an S-box leaks exploitable information on the key. It is a
critical part of the cryptographic algorithm, and it must be protected.

A 4-b XOR-SBOX layer was implemented on the sCLB array,
which represents the PRESENT data path. The output of the SBOX
was passed through another SBOX that represents the next round of
the cipher. This design presents very little algorithmic noise (since
there are no other components working in parallel) and is the best
case for an adversary. The same design was implemented in the ref-
erence CMOS array, with an additional WDDL version. The WDDL
version was implemented by duplicating and inverting the design.
Fig. 3 depicts the measurement setup. The DUT was mounted on an
adapter with isolated power supplies (a) and was operated using a
Xilinx Zedboard FPGA as host (b). The power traces were captured
using a Keysight Oscilloscope (c). A PC with MATLAB was used
for control and post-processing (d).

The array is operated at a clock frequency of 10 MHz. Random
inputs were applied and processed by the array, and the corresponding
power traces were recorded at a sampling rate of 1 GS and bandwidth
of 200 MHz. In order to remove the thermal noise component from
the power traces, each input was applied NA = 20 times under the
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Fig. 4. Power traces from (a) FPGA with conventional CLBs. (b) FPGA
with sCLBs. NA = 20 power traces (gray) and clean power trace (black) for
kC = 7. Shared legend.

same conditions and the average of the NA corresponding traces was
taken as the clean power trace.

The security was evaluated using two common metrics: 1) corre-
lation ratio (CR) and 2) MI [17].

The level of success/fail of a CPA attack is commonly evaluated
by the CR [18], [19]

CR = ∣
∣ρkC (t0)

∣
∣
max/

∣
∣ρkW �=kC (t1)

∣
∣
max

where ρkC (t) is the correlation between the NNF clean power traces
and the model of the current associated with the correct key, ρkW (t)
is the correlation with a wrong key, and t0, t1 are the samples which
gave the maximum values, and may or may not be the same sam-
ple. The result is binary; if the value is above 1, the specific attack
succeeded. If the value is below 1, the attack failed.

The CR metric does not suffice to evaluate the amount of
information leakage. For example, denote by k̄C the binary com-
plement of kC; consider a case in which each ρk̄C

(t) is consistently
larger than ρkC (t). In this case, the CR metric will indicate that the
design is protected. However, an attacker that sees the (wrong) esti-
mated key kW knows all the bits of kC. For this reason, we used a
stronger security metric, the MI between the correct key kC and the
estimated key kE as extracted by the CPA attack. The MI indicates
the number of key bits that can be learned by conducting a CPA
attack. It is defined as follows [19]:

MI(kC; kE) =
∑

kC,kE

p(kC, kE) log2
p(kC, kE)

p(kC)p(kE)
[Bits]

where p(kC) and p(kE) are the probability mass functions of kC, kE
and p(kC, kE) is their joint probability. The joint probability p(kC, kE)

was computed by recording 192-M power traces (and their corre-
sponding inputs) for each kC value and analyzing them using CPA.
A 4-b PRESENT SBOX processes four secret bits; thus, the maxi-
mal information that can be learned from a CPA attack (MI) is upper
bounded by 4 b. Note that high MI values mean less security because
more information leaks. Consequently each sub-key’s search space is
reduced to 24−MI possible values.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 4 shows the noisy and clean power traces as recorded from
the (a) conventional CLB and (b) sCLB-based FPGA arrays during
the processing of the secret key kC = 7. The noise average-out factor
was NA = 20.

Fig. 5 presents the correlation coefficients and CR values for 16
possible keys of a single attack with NNF = 32K clean power traces.
Note that the attack on the conventional CMOS CLB in Fig. 5(a)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. CPA correlations of NNF = 32K clean traces for kC = 7. (a) FPGA
with conventional CLBs. (b) FPGA with sCLBs. Correlations with the wrong
candidate keys ρkE (gray), correct key (black), and the recovered key (green),
values on the left axis. The green and black curves superimpose when the
correct key is recovered. CR values per time sample (red) on the right axis.
Shared legend.

Fig. 6. MI results. The large plot shows the results for up to NNF = 960K
clean power traces and the small plot shows the results for up to NNF = 100.
MI was calculated by conducting CPA attacks on NI = 100 randomly chosen
sets of clean traces. CMOS precharge (PC) = CMOS design with PC phase.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE AND SECURITY COMPARISON

succeeded (CR = 1.8), and the attack on the sCLB [Fig. 5(b)] failed
(CR = 0.9).

Fig. 6 shows the MI between the correct key and the extracted
key. It clearly shows the significant advantage of the sCLB-based
FPGA over the conventional CLB-based FPGA, even with a WDDL
countermeasure.

Fig. 7 depicts the relative MI for various process, voltage, and
temperature conditions. The results show that the proposed solution
is consistent under the various conditions. The clock frequency was
fixed over all conditions.

Table I compares the performance and security of different imple-
mentations (CMOS, CMOS precharge, WDDL, and DPMUX). Note
that even after capturing 190M power traces, it was impossible to dis-
close the secret key using CPA (refer to Fig. 6). This means that the
known MTD (minimum traces for disclosure) metric is not applicable,
as there is no disclosure. Therefore, in this letter, we introduce, for
the first time, the MTMI metric (minimum traces to recover MI key
bits), which is a generalization of the MTD. Because security was the
only concern of this implementation, there was minimal optimization
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(c)

Fig. 7. MI values for (a) process variations, (b) voltage variations, and
(c) temperature variations. NA = 10 for all the designs. Shared legend.

of the physical implementation of the arrays. Accordingly, in order to
compare the area between the different arrays, we compared the total
physical area (PAT ) of the tile (CLB and its associated interconnect
logic, in μm2) in the CMOS and DPMUX arrays, along with the
ratio of the total gate area (GAT ) of the tile (including configuration
logic) and, finally, the ratio of the total gate area of the data path
(GAD) of the CLB (excluding configuration logic, which is identical
for CMOS and DPMUX). We also compared the delay in clock-
cycles (D), power in mW (P), and security of a PRESENT 4-b S-box
across topologies. The fifth and sixth columns show the MTMI and
the appropriate MI value. Note that for CMOS PC and WDDL, the
precharge mechanism was implemented outside the DUT, and they
were both implemented in the CMOS array. The table shows the clear
tradeoff between security and performance.

V. SUMMARY

This letter presented a novel approach toward a secure FPGA
design. A countermeasure, dubbed sCLB, was shown to provide
an efficient standard-library-cell-based, gate-level protection against
PAAs.

The sCLB-based FPGA shows significant improvement in security
compared to the conventional CLB-based FPGA; about x16K traces
were required to extract 2.5 secret key bits compared to the num-
ber of traces required to extract all the key bits in the conventional
CLB-based design. Overall, the sCLB-based FPGA presents the best
security in the cost of high energy and area consumption.
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